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ABOUT THE DPA STATE OF ORIGIN
For generations, interstate rivalry has been a vital part of the Australian sporting
landscape, with the catchcry of “mate versus mate, state versus state” invoking the
passion and pride of both athletes and spectators alike and encapsulated in the last
great bastion of such contests – the National Rugby League (NRL) State of Origin
between New South Wales and Queensland.
Still, the desire for state representation is alive and well throughout the country at a
grassroots level and perhaps even more so within the Deaf community. Even after
more than 50 years, the Redman Shield – the trophy awarded to the nation’s best
Deaf Australian football team – is lauded as one of their society’s highest honours.

It was only natural then that the founding members of Deaf Poker Australia (DPA)
aspired to establish such a competition, but developing a team format within a
game that purely focuses on the individual has, more often than not, proven
difficult.
After three years of hard work behind the scenes, they managed to crack the code,
combining two existing tournament formats – the single table tournament (STT)
“shoot-out” with the popular “tag team” concept – to create the DPA State of
Origin, the official curtain-raiser to the DPA Championship Main Event.
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TOURNAMENT HISTORY
Making its debut at Crown Perth in 2014, the inaugural DPA State of Origin was
contested between six teams: Western Australia, Victoria, New South Wales,
Queensland, a South Australia “Rebels” team (made up of six SA and four WA
players) and an elite squadron known as the DPA All-Stars, selected by the DPA
Board of Directors in recognition of their achievements both on and off the felt.
After a dominant display from Team NSW in the preliminary shoot-out stage, many
players thought the Blues were a shoe-in for the title, going into the final table as
chip leaders. To everyone’s surprise, the DPA All-Stars, who started as the short stack
mounted an unprecedented combeback and vanquished the host state heads-up
to claim the shield.

Crown Melbourne then hosted DPA State of Origin II in 2015, with a full side from SA
along with Auckland (New Zealand) joining the fray. The Kiwis fared well in the shootout phase but struggled at the final table, bowing out in seventh place. Another
dominant display from the DPA All-Stars saw them go heads-up with a massive chip
lead against Queensland.
Despite holding a single big blind, the Maroons hung on for as long as possible,
fighting tooth-and-nail to even the counts before the green-and-gold dug deep to
clinch the title for the second year running.
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The third instalment at Adelaide Casino the following year was one for the ages. All
five hardline states were out for blood against the reigning champions, with the DPA
All-Stars bruised and battered at every turn before eventually falling in sixth place.
Victoria and South Australia ended up face-to-face in a classic showdown
reminiscent of the VFL/AFL days of old, but it was The Big V that emerged victorious,
becoming the first hardline state in the competition’s history to etch their name on
the shield.
Then in 2017, the Seagulls Club in Tweed Heads, located on the NSW/QLD border,
played host to DPA State of Origin IV, but the sudden and unexpected passing of a
prominent young Deaf family member broke the collective hearts of the SA and WA
communities.
Naturally, the decision was made by both states to not send players over to
participate, but with Auckland returning and the regional team of the Northern
Rivers making up the numbers, the tournament was able to proceed, with the
Outcasts fending off the defending champions Victoria to steal the crown.
Finally, in last year’s fifth rendition at Crown Melbourne, a record field of 10 teams
came together for the “Battle for Betsy” – the new nickname lovingly bestowed
upon the DPA State of Origin shield by the reigning champs – including a second
team from the New Zealand region of Waitakere and a special combined
international team dubbed the X SQUAD.
But although 2018 marked the 10th anniversary celebration of the Australian Deaf
Poker Championship, the Auckland Aces crashed the party, stealing the shield
across the Tasman and setting up what will be an epic showdown once the DPA
State of Origin returns to its birthplace at Crown Perth this October!
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HOW IT WORKS
The DPA State of Origin is a No Limit Hold’em poker tournament played out between
at least six eight-person teams, selected from each Deaf poker playing state and
territory, across two rounds.
All players are divided up to separate shoot-out tables in Round 1, with one player
from each team on every table; the higher they place, the more bonus chips they
earn towards their team’s stack in Round 2, which is a final table played out as an
all-in tag-team “Battle Royale” until one remains.
The strategic factor of the game is enhanced with Captains and observers working
together to track the progress of their teammates and opponents, then planning
ahead during the final table with careful selection of the order of play.
Above all, timing is of the essence, with players only having 15 seconds to act on
their hand, but should a player face a potentially crucial decision at the final table,
they can take a Time Out to discuss tactics away from prying eyes.
The DPA State of Origin truly embodies not only the spirt of friendly competition and
social atmosphere between the Deaf states, but also the age-old proverb: “There is
no such thing as a team of champions, only a champion team.” We hope you enjoy
the experience and please feel free to try out the format yourself with your players in
your next poker series!
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APPENDIX I – SUMMARY OF CHANGES
A. GENERAL: The DPA State of Origin Tournament Rulebook v. 6.0 has been fully
revised and edited in order to further clarify and expand upon the existing rules and
rectify any spelling, grammatical and proofreading errors in the previous version.
The formatting of this document has been significantly improved, with many key
words and phrases in bold in order to highlight the most important aspects and to
ensure comprehension and understanding by all Players and officials.
DPA recommends that everyone participating in this tournament to read through
the rulebook carefully and contact the DPA Board of Directors should they have any
queries or concerns.
B. SHOT CLOCK: The shot clock has been reduced to 15 seconds for the duration of
the tournament (see Rule 7).
C. BONUS CHIPS: The Bonus Chips awarded from the results in Round 1 have now
been weighted based on the overall number of Teams participating (see Rule 10).
D. TIME OUTS: After a successful trial in DPA State of Origin V, the Time Out rule will
remain in effect for Round 2, allowing the Player at the table to make the decision to
redeem the token during their turn, rather than having to consult with their Captain
first. The Time Out period has been reduced to 30 seconds in duration. A new rule
will see the final two Teams awarded one more Time Out each when play reaches
the heads-up phase (see Rule 11).
E. OBSERVERS: Rules governing the use of Observers during Round 1 have now been
officially implemented (see Rule 9).
F. TEAM SHEETS & TRACKER SHEETS: Rules governing the use of Team and Tracker
Sheets have now been officially implemented (see Rule 6).
G. CAPTAIN’S RESPONSIBILITIES: The Captains’ roles and responsibilities are now
clearly defined under a separate rule set (see Rule 4).
H. EMERGENCY & ABSENT PLAYERS: A new rule set has been implemented to cover
any scenario for Emergency Players and/or where Players are found to be running
late or declared absent (see Rule 5).
I. PENALTIES & DISQUALIFICATIONS: Rules governing penalties and disqualifications
have been refined and expanded (see Rule 12). The reduction to a Team’s stack as
a result of a disqualification has also been increased to 25%.
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1. GENERAL
1.1. The Deaf Poker Australia (DPA) State of Origin Poker Tournament (hitherto
referred as the “DPA State of Origin”) shall be run in accordance with the DPA
Tournament Rules and any relevant rules and regulations set down by the host
venue (“House Rules”). Where applicable, the House Rules shall take precedence
over these Rules.

1.2. These Rules, including any structures, blind schedules and prize pool dividends
contained herein, are subject to change at any time, at the discretion of the DPA
Board of Directors, the Tournament Director or The House, without notice.
1.3. For the purposes of this competition, any Team that represents an organisation,
region or country not officially recognised as a State of Australia (“Hardline State”) is
considered an “Honorary State” and therefore eligible to participate in the DPA
State of Origin.
1.4. All Players participating in the DPA State of Origin must be aged 18 years or over
and recognised as Deaf or Hard-of-Hearing. Proof of eligibility, including proof of
residency (see Rule 2.3) must be produced upon request by the Tournament
Director and/or the House, including, but not limited to:
(a) Proof of age, e.g. birth certificate or passport that is currently valid (expired
documents will not be accepted);
(b) Proof of hearing loss, e.g. audiogram or medical certificate, no older than 12
months from the scheduled date of the tournament, and/or;
(c) Proof of residency, e.g. drivers licence or utility bill that shows the Player’s current
or previous address corresponding to the Team they are representing.
Failure to produce proof of eligibility may result in disqualification of the offending
Player(s).
1.5. By entering into the DPA State of Origin, all Players automatically and
unconditionally accept and will abide by these Rules. A copy of these Rules will be
made available for everyone to view online on the DPA website
(www.deafpoker.com.au) and a hard copy kept with the Tournament Director for
referral.
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2. TEAM SELECTION & ELIGIBILITY
2.1. A minimum of six Teams will be required for the tournament to proceed, with a
maximum of 10 Teams being accepted.
2.2. The following eight Teams will be given first priority to participate:
(a) DPA All-Stars (see Rules 1.3 & 3);
(b) New South Wales;
(c) Northern Rivers (see Rule 1.3);
(d) Queensland;
(e) South Australia;
(f) Victoria;
(g) Western Australia, and;
(h) Auckland, New Zealand (see Rule 1.3).
2.3. Teams shall be selected by each State’s Deaf Poker Organisation (see Rule 2.4),
or where the State does not have a Deaf Poker Organisation, a nominated
Representative. All Players selected for a Team must currently reside, or have
previously resided, within the jurisdiction of their respective State, unless they are
either selected for the DPA All-Stars (see Rule 3) or unique circumstances call for an
exemption to be granted by the Tournament Director (see Rule 2.8).
2.4. The officially recognised Deaf Poker Organisations are as follows:
(a) Deaf Poker Australia;
(b) Sydney Deaf Poker League (New South Wales);
(c) Auckland Aces Deaf Poker (New Zealand);
(d) Northern Rivers Deaf Poker (NSW/Queensland border region);
(e) Deaf Poker Queensland;
(f) RAdelaide Deaf Poker (South Australia);
(g) Melbourne Kings Deaf Poker (Victoria), and;
(h) Western Deaf Poker League (Western Australia).
2.5. Players may be selected for a Team by any method, including, but not limited to:
(a) Direct invitation by way of a Representative or Committee tasked to select their
State’s Team;
(b) Conducting a ballot amongst their playing group within their State’s jurisdiction;
(c) Awarding qualification to the top eight players in their State’s league leader
board, based on either the ongoing season’s current standings or the final results
from the end of the previous season;
(d) Hosting qualification tournaments (“satellites”) either live or online.
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2.6. The number of Players required to form a Team will be eight. Teams may also
enlist one Emergency Player, for a total of nine Players (see Rule 5).
2.7. Each Team must have at least one of their Players nominated as a Captain,
however, a Team may also elect to nominate a Vice-Captain, or nominate two or
more Players as Co-Captains, with at least one Captain available at all times to
carry out their duties (see Rule 4).
2.8. If a State is unable to obtain the number of Players required to form a Team from
within their jurisdiction, irrespective of whether or not the minimum requirement of six
Teams has been met, the Tournament Director may, at their discretion, take any
necessary measures to make up the numbers, including, but not limited to:
(a) Recruit additional Players from within or outside of the State’s jurisdiction;
(b) Approve a merger with another State to form a combined Team, or;
(c) Approve other individual Players to join a State’s Team, with first priority given to
Players within the Host State.
Sufficient notice must be given by the Captain, Selection Committee or nominated
Representative to the Tournament Director in order for this action to be taken.
2.9. If the total number of Teams is less than 10, but the minimum requirement of six
Teams has been met, the DPA Board of Directors may, at their discretion, extend an
offer of participation to other countries or regions, provided that all Deaf Poker
Organisations listed in Rule 2.4 above have entered a Team, or have made every
effort to establish a Team but are unable to do so.
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3. DPA ALL-STARS TEAM SELECTION & ELIGIBILITY
3.1. Player selection for the DPA All-Stars Team will be made by the DPA Board of
Directors.
3.2. To be eligible for selection for the DPA All-Stars, a Player must meet the relevant
eligibility criteria outlined in Rules 1 & 2, as well as one or more of following
conditions listed below:
(a) A Player must be a current or former Australian Deaf Poker Champion (i.e. they
have won the DPA Championship Main Event);
(b) A Player must be a current or former Deaf State Poker Championship winner
(NSW, QLD, SA, VIC, WA or NZL), or;
(c) A Player must be a former DPA Online Series winner, or;
(d) A Player is listed on the DPA All-Time Money List.
3.3. A list of eligible Players (i.e. the DPA All-Time Money List) will be made available
to all State Deaf Poker organisations for their reference.
3.4. A Player (or Players) may also be selected for the DPA All-Stars Team for other
reasons than those listed in Rule 3.2 above, such as their ongoing dedication to Deaf
poker, or recognition of their achievements in Deaf poker events outside those listed
in Rule 3.2 above, at the discretion of the DPA Board of Directors.
3.5. Player(s) who are selected for the DPA All-Stars will have the sole right to accept
or decline the offer. If the Player accepts the offer, the relevant State Deaf Poker
organisation cannot, in any way, force that Player to represent their State Team.
DPA All-Stars selection is considered the highest honour for any Player.
3.6. Further to Rule 3.5, a Player may choose to reverse their decision and instead
play for their State Team (or not participate), as long as sufficient notice is given to
the Tournament Director prior to the start of the tournament. Failure to do so may
result in the Player being ruled ineligible for DPA All-Stars selection in the future.
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4. CAPTAIN’S ROLES & RESPONSIBILITIES
4.1. The roles and responsibilities of the Team Captains are as follows:
(a) Ensuring that all Players on their Team meet at the venue on time and informing
the Tournament Director if any Players are running late or will be a No-Show (see
Rule 5);
(b) All Players have signed into the venue or have registered for a membership card
with the House, as the case may be;
(c) Organising the Team buy-in and paying it to the House (i.e. poker registration
desk, see Rule 6);
(d) Submitting the receipt of payment and their Team Sheet to the Tournament
Director for verification and receiving their Team’s Tracker Sheets (see Rule 6);
(e) Attending the Captain’s briefing before the start of play (see Rule 6);
(f) Ensuring all Players on their Team are aware of their table and seat allocations, as
well as their start times, if Round 1 is being played in two or more “heats” (see Rule
8);
(g) Observing, or appointing another Player as an Observer, in order to follow the
action during Round 1 (see Rule 9);
(h) Deciding the order of play during Round 2 and informing the DPA Tournament
Director of the next Player that will be coming in before the changeover period
between blind levels (see Rule 10);
(i) Assisting in collection and distribution of any prize money and awards won (see
Rule 6).
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5. EMERGENCY PLAYERS, LATE PLAYERS & NO-SHOWS
5.1. As per Rule 2.6 above, one Emergency Player may be listed on the Team Sheet
by each Team, however this is not considered compulsory.
5.2. A listed Emergency Player will be the first to fill in for any other Player on their
Team that is absent, or may be freely loaned to other Teams should they not have,
or are unable to use, their Emergency Players, provided the Captains of the
affected Teams mutually agree to the loan.
5.3. In the event that a Player is running late for the start of their allocated table in
Round 1 and notice has been given by their Team’s Captain, the Tournament
Director will take all reasonable action to ensure that that Player is accommodated,
including, but not limited to:
(a) Changing the start time of the affected Player(s) Round 1 Table;
(b) Changing the table and/or seating allocations;
(b) Proceed as scheduled, with the affected Player(s) stack to be blinded out until
they arrive, or;
(c) Delaying the start of the tournament entirely, but only if there is a significant
number of Players and/or Teams affected.
Such actions will be carried out in accordance with consultation from the House.
5.4. In the event that a Player listed on a Team Sheet is deemed absent on the day
of the tournament (“No-Show”) and appropriate action has been taken as per 5.3
above, the Tournament Director may, at their discretion, take any necessary
measures to ensure that a replacement Player can be found (see Rule 2.8).
5.5. Further to Rules 5.3 and 5.4 above, if a replacement Player cannot be found by
the time their Round 1 shoot-out table is due to start and all options to
reaccommodate the Player have been exhausted, their place on that table shall be
declared forfeited, with their Team awarded the minimum amount of chips as per
the Bonus Chips Table (see Rule 10.2) and the No-Show Player’s stack removed from
play.
In the case of a No-Show, this is not considered grounds for penalty or
disqualification against the affected Player or Team (see Rule 12), provided that
there is sufficient evidence to confirm that the circumstances were beyond the
Team’s control.
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6. BUY-IN, TEAM SHEETS, TRACKER SHEETS & PRIZE POOL DIVIDENDS
6.1. The buy-in for the DPA State of Origin will be AUD $800 ($600 + $100 + $100) per
team. $600 from each buy-in shall be contributed to the prize pool, $100 shall be
donated to DPA and the remaining $100 will be taken as “rake” by The House*. All
buy-ins are non-transferrable and non-refundable.
*Exception for DPA State of Origin VI: This year, Crown Perth have generously
donated their portion of the buy-in back into the prize pool, thus guaranteeing cash
prizes for the top three teams. The Prize Pool Dividends Table has been updated to
reflect this (see Rule 6.4).
6.2. All Players must contribute an equal share to the buy-in and subsequently must
receive an equal share of any prize money won by the Team (unless a Player is
disqualified – see Rule 12). The prize pool dividends will be distributed as per the
table in Rule 6.4 below, based on the number of Teams that enter the tournament.
6.3. All buy-ins shall be settled with the House on the day, prior to the scheduled start
time of the tournament. There is no requirement for advance purchase.
6.4. PRIZE POOL DIVIDENDS TABLE
No.
Teams

1st

Per
Player

2nd

Per
Player

3rd

Per
Player

6
7
8
9
10

$2400
$2800
$3200
$3600
$4000

$300
$350
$400
$450
$500

$1200
$1400
$1600
$1800
$2000

$150
$175
$200
$225
$250

$600
$700
$800
$900
$1000

$75
$87.50
$100
$112.50
$125

Total
Prize
Pool
$4200
$4900
$5600
$6300
$7000

6.5. Once the buy-in from a State has been submitted to the House and a receipt
issued, all Captains must submit a Team Sheet listing the names of their Players to the
Tournament Director. Once submitted, no further changes can be made, except at
the discretion of the Tournament Director due to special circumstances (e.g. if a
Player becomes sick or injured, or if there is an emergency that requires a Player to
leave the premises and not return).
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6.6. Upon receipt of all Team Sheets, all Captains will come together for a briefing
with the Tournament Director. This will be an opportunity to go through all the final
details, including any rule changes. Each Captain will also be given two Tracker
Sheets, thus:
(a) Round 1 (Shoot-Out) Tracker Sheet – a full seating and table allocation list of all
Players, with space to record the results each Table and Team Score, and;
(b) Round 2 (Final Table) Tracker Sheet – a full list of Teams, with space to record the
Player rotations and Time Outs taken during play.
The Captain’s briefing will take place no later than 15 minutes prior to the scheduled
start time.
6.7. The Tracker Sheets may be utilised by the Captains or Observers (see Rule 9) to
record information during the course of play, however, they are not official scoring
devices – these will be managed by the Tournament Director and the House.

7. TOURNAMENT STRUCTURE & FORMAT
7.1 The DPA State of Origin format is a No Limit Hold’em tournament played out in
two Rounds. Round 1 consists of a “shoot-out” where all Players will participate,
followed by Round 2, which is a Final Table played under a multi-way “tag team”
system.
7.2. Players will be given 15 seconds to act upon their hand for the duration of the
tournament. The Dealer will use a “shot clock” device to keep time (e.g. stopwatch
or phone app) which will be made visible to all Players. A verbal and signed warning
will be given by the Dealer to the Player at 10 seconds, followed by a verbal and
signed countdown from five to zero. Should a Player fail to act on their hand by the
time the shot clock runs out, the Dealer will declare the Player’s hand dead.
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8. ROUND 1 (SHOOT-OUT)
8.1. Seat allocation for Teams shall be determined based on the results in the
previous year’s tournament, with the exception of the “Host State” (i.e. the Team
representing the State where the tournament is being held), which shall
automatically be awarded “button honours” (first Team to start with the Dealer
button) in Seat 1.
Thus, as per the results from DPA State of Origin V, the seat allocations for Teams
given first priority to enter DPA State of Origin VI, as per Rule 8.1 above, will be as
follows:
Seat
1 (Button)
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Team
Western Australia
Auckland (NZL)
Victoria
New South Wales
Northern Rivers
South Australia
Queensland
DPA All-Stars
-

8.2. Should a Team that competed in the previous year’s competition not enter a
Team, or if any new Teams are approved for entry, the seat allocations will be
adjusted accordingly, maintaining the order to as close as that listed above.
8.3. Once seat allocations for Teams are determined, each Player from that Team
will then have their table allocation drawn at random. This draw shall take place at
least 24 hours prior to the start of the tournament.
8.4. The starting stack for all Players in Round 1 will be 5000 in chips and the blind
levels 10 minutes in duration.
8.5. The shoot-out tables in Round 1 will be played out as individual single-table
tournaments with no scheduled breaks. The results of each table shall be recorded
by the Dealers and Tournament Director, who will then award the corresponding
amount of Bonus Chips to the starting stack for that Player’s Team in Round 2 (see
Rule 10).
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8.6. The shoot-out tables may either be played all at once, or divided into two or
more “heats”, subject to availability and/or allocation of tables by the House. In this
case, once all shoot-out tables have been completed in the previous heat and the
results recorded, the Dealer will then reset the table and be given the next results
sheet in preparation for the next heat.
8.7. ROUND 1 BLINDS SCHEDULE
Level
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Small Blind
25
50
100
200
300
500
700
1000
2000

Big Blind
50
100
200
400
600
1000
1400
2000
4000

8.8. Should play continue beyond Level 9, the blinds will double every 10 minutes
until a winner is determined.
8.10. Round 2 will not commence until all shootout tables in Round 1 have been
completed. Upon completion, all Teams will have a 15-minute break to allow time
for the results to be tallied and the Final Table starting stacks to be set before
resuming play (see Rule 10).
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9. OBSERVERS
9.1. During the course of Round 1, one Player from each Team may be utilised as an
Observer. This Player does not have to be a Captain of their Team, however, it is the
responsibility of the Captain to inform the Tournament Director as to who will be
acting as their Team’s Observer during the course of play.
9.2. Teams may choose to change their Observer, however such changes must be
completed outside the tournament area and the Tournament Director notified prior
to the new Observer entering the tournament area.
9.3. Observers are permitted to:
(a) Stand and watch the action “at arm’s length” (approximately one metre away)
from the tables;
(b) Take notes on Players and the action, provided they are not recording Players’
hole cards unless they are tabled;
(c) Liaise with the Tournament Director or House staff to check results;
(d) Record results on their Tracker Sheets;
(e) Relay messages to Players from their own team, as long as there is no action
pending on the table (i.e. they may communicate with Players between the end of
the last hand and before the cards are cut for the new hand). Players and
Observers may communicate freely if they are all standing away from the table.
9.4. Observers are not permitted to:
(a) Communicate with any Player at the table during a live hand, even if the Player
has folded;
(b) Stand too close to the tables, sit in a chair near the tables, or position themselves
in any way where they can view a Player’s hole cards;
(c) Interfere with or influence play in any way, including, but not limited to: touching
chips and/or cards, criticising Players for their action or engaging in “trash talk”, or
abusing Players and/or staff;
(d) Call for floor staff and/or Interpreters in the event of a dispute, and;
(e) Hinder access to the tables or the tournament area for House staff and/or
media.
9.5. House Staff and/or the Tournament Director have the right to command any
and all Observers to leave the tournament area at any time. Failure to comply with
this command, or any breach of Rules 9.3 or 9.4 may result in a penalty or
disqualification (see Rule 12).
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10. ROUND 2 (FINAL TABLE)
10.1. The base starting stack for each Team will be 50,000 in chips, plus the
combined total of Bonus Chips won by each Player for their Team, corresponding to
the total number of Teams entered (see Rule 10.2). The blind levels will be 15 minutes
in duration and the seat allocations and “button honours” will remain the same as
per Round 1.
10.2. BONUS CHIPS TABLE

Place
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th

6
50,000
25,000
10,000
5000
2500
1000

7
50,000
25,000
10,000
5000
2500
1000
500

No. of Teams
8
50,000
25,000
10,000
7500
5000
2500
1000
500

9
50,000
25,000
10,000
7500
5000
3000
2000
1000
500

10
50,000
25,000
15,000
10,000
7500
5000
3000
2000
1000
500

10.3. The starting blind level for the Final Table will be calculated to give at least a 40
BB average against the shortest stack. This figure will be rounded to the nearest big
blind amount as per the blinds schedule listed (Rule 10.4 below), but to an amount
as close to 40 BBs as possible without going under.
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10.4. ROUND 2 BLINDS SCHEDULE
Level
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Small Blind
500
500
1000
1500
2000
2500
3000
4000
5000
6000
8000
10,000
15,000
20,000
25,000
30,000
40,000
50,000
60,000
80,000
100,000
150,000
200,000
250,000

Big Blind
1000
1500
2000
3000
4000
5000
6000
8000
10,000
12,000
16,000
20,000
30,000
40,000
50,000
60,000
80,000
100,000
120,000
160,000
200,000
300,000
400,000
500,000

10.5. Once the Final Table stacks have been calculated, the Captains will submit the
name of the Player who will play the first blind level to the Tournament Director.
Those Players will be seated and play will commence as soon as possible.
10.6. As play progresses, the Captains of each Team will be required to submit the
name of the Player who will come in on the next blind level to the Tournament
Director, by no later than the 13th minute of the current blind level (i.e. when the
tournament clock shows that there are two minutes left in the current level).
Captains must also ensure that:
(a) The next Player has not yet played a blind level in the current rotation, and;
(b) That any one Player does not play two or more blind levels in a row.
Captains may also make changes to their nomination, but must notify the
Tournament Director immediately and by no later than the 13th minute of the current
blind level.
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10.7. Should a Team not submit the name of their next Player in time as per Rule 10.6
above, the Tournament Director will issue a warning to the offending Team.
Subsequent breaches may result in a penalty.
10.8. Upon the end of each blind level, each Team will have 60 seconds to change
over between their previous Player and the one nominated for the next level. During
the changeover period, Players are not permitted to communicate (i.e. they must
be seated as soon as possible). If all Teams have changed their Players correctly
within the time limit, the Tournament Director will instruct the House to skip to the start
of the next blind level and play will resume immediately.
10.9. A Player may not play another blind level until all eight Players in their team
have had an opportunity to play one level each (“full rotation”). The Tournament
Director will track the playing order of all Teams; any Team found to have breached
this rule will be subject to a penalty.
10.10. Further to Rule 10.9 above, once a full rotation of Players has been
completed, the order of play may be changed by the Captain, so long as the
conditions outlined in Rule 10.6 are still met.
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11. TIME OUTS
11.1. Prior to the start of the Final Table, each Team will be given two “Time Out”
tokens. During their turn, a Player may elect to redeem one Time Out token, which
will allow the Captains and their Player to discuss strategy away from the table in
private for a maximum of 30 seconds. To use a Time Out, the Player must place the
token in front of their cards in one clear motion towards the Dealer, just as they
would when betting chips.
11.2. During the Time Out period, the tournament clock will be paused. All other
Players are to remain at their seats (i.e. within reach of their chair, as per the TDA
definition) during this time. The Time Out period will commence once the Player and
Captains are within the designated private area and upon returning to the table,
the tournament clock will resume and the Player’s shot clock will be reset to 15
seconds.
11.3. Once a Time Out button has used by a Team in the current hand, no further
Time Out buttons can be redeemed by any Team until the next hand.
11.4. Further to Rule 11.3 above, a Time Out button cannot be redeemed by any
Player:
(a) Between the showdown of the previous hand and when the final card is dealt to
the button during the initial deal;
(b) Acting out of turn (this is subject to existing OOT rules);
(c) When a Player is being interpreted, and;
(d) During the changeover period between blind levels.
Once a Team has exhausted their allocation of Time Out tokens, they will not be
eligible for any further Time Outs unless they reach the heads-up phase (see Rule
11.5 below). Should a Team be eliminated, all their remaining Time Out tokens will
be removed from play.
11.5. When play reaches the heads-up phase, each Team will be entitled to one
additional Time Out token, unless they still have one or both of their original two
tokens, in which case, no more tokens will be awarded to that Team.
11.6. Should play continue beyond the blinds schedule, the blind increments shall
continue to follow the pre-determined pattern as per Rule 10.4 above until a winner
is decided.
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12. PENALTIES & DISQUALIFICATION
12.1. On occasion, Players may be sighted for minor violations such as breaches of
etiquette or acting out of turn, which are governed under existing poker tournament
rules and are subject to appropriate missed hand (“orbit”) and/or time penalties,
however major infractions, such as cheating, collusion, or abuse of other players and
staff, may result in a Player being disqualified.
12.2. In the event that a Player is disqualified during Round 1, the Tournament
Director will:
(a) Instruct the offending Player to leave the tournament area (and/or venue)
immediately;
(b) Award a score of zero to the offending Player;
(c) Adjust the overall placings for their respective shoot-out table and;
(d) After the overall scores have been tallied and before the start of Round 2, apply
a 25% reduction (rounded up to the nearest 500) to the offending Team’s total
stack.
12.3. In the event that a Player is disqualified during Round 2, the Tournament
Director will:
(a) Instruct the offending Player to leave the tournament area (and/or venue)
immediately and;
(b) Apply a 25% reduction to the offending Team’s stack (rounded up to the nearest
amount of the lowest denomination in play), unless that reduction would result in all
chips being removed, in which case, the House will be instructed apply the 25%
reduction to the next pot won by that Team.
12.4. In either case outlined in Rules 12.2 and 12.3 above, any and all amount of
chips taken from the reduction will be removed from play.
12.5. Further to Rule 12.4 above, the offending Team may continue to play with
seven Players, but if a second Player is disqualified on the same Team at any stage,
or if the first disqualified Player refuses to comply with the request to leave by the
Tournament Director and/or the House (after sufficient warning has been given), the
entire Team will be declared disqualified. The Tournament Director will then:
(a) Instruct the offending Team to leave the tournament area (and/or venue)
immediately and;
(b) Instruct the House to remove all of the Team’s chips and any remaining Time Out
tokens from play, as the case may be.
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12.6. Any Player or Team that has been disqualified from the tournament will not be
entitled to a refund or payout from the prize pool dividends; rather, the following will
apply:
(a) If only one Player from a Team has been disqualified, any monies won by that
Team will only be paid out to all other eligible Players.
(b) If an entire Team has been disqualified before reaching the money, the official
results will be adjusted accordingly, listing the disqualified Team in last place.
(c) If an entire Team has been disqualified after reaching the money, the official
results will be adjusted, listing the disqualified Team in last place, and any prize
money will be redistributed, based on consultation with the House.
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